Jaime Lopez and Everardo Dominguez,
ROSEN, Mexico, describe a recent
inspection of the heating coils of
several furnaces at the Refidomsa
refinery in the Dominican Republic.

F

urnaces, or fired heaters, play a vital role in the
petrochemical and refining industry, as they
transform crude oil, which has little direct
application, into more useful fuels such as LPG,
petroleum naphtha, gasoline, diesel fuel, asphalt base,
heating oil, kerosene, LPG, jet fuel and fuel oils. Even
though furnaces are complex pieces of equipment, their
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components can be divided into four basic parts: firebox,
burner, coils and stack. Their functioning principle is that
the burner generates heat by combusting fuels. The flue
gases generated by the combustion preheat the process
fluid in the coils within the upper part of the furnace, the
convection section. From there, the fluid travels to the
coils in the lower-situated radiant section, where it is
further heated by the radiation of the actual flame. It then
undergoes different refinery processes such as
fractionation, thermal cracking and, of course, distillation.

Monitoring the integrity of fired heaters is critical for
any facility. Potential failure may have a major impact on
the safety of equipment and personnel, the reliable
supply of product, and the efficient operation of the
facility. Furthermore, relatively short periods of
disturbance often suffice for these complex assets to
cause an incident. In stark contrast to this is the fact that,
due to volatile fuel prices, the demand for cost-effective
unit reliability and performance increases, putting
pressure on operations managers to keep downtimes as
short as possible.
Evaluating the condition of the furnace coils during a
unit shutdown is an important part of the integrity
management of process plants. The aim is to timely
mitigate threats that put the integrity of the entire
process unit at risk. This case study reviews the utilisation
of the Circumferential Hand Scanning Tool (CIRC) based
on electromagnetic transducer (EMAT) technology in
combination with visual inspection and ultrasound (UT)
imaging for a comprehensive inspection of two furnaces.

The challenge

Figure 1. Furnace of the Refidomsa facility in the
Dominican Republic.

Figure 2. Heat exchanger coils inside the furnaces.

In total, 271 tubes and 60 U-bends, in two furnaces,
were successfully inspected.
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The Dominican Petroleum Refinery Refidomsa processes
approximately 30 million bbl/yr of crude oil and
currently holds over 60% of the hydrocarbon market
share in the Dominican Republic. Located close to the
Haina Occidental Port, this refinery is responsible for
processing all of the crude oil that enters the country.
This means that the Refidomsa refinery produces
approximately 34 000 bpd of refined product. Given the
large throughput of this facility, it is of utmost
importance to Refidomsa that all parts of the facility
maintain their integrity and remain safe for operation.
As mentioned above, one part of the facility that
requires regular integrity inspection are the fire heating
furnaces, specifically the heating coils inside the furnace
units. Since they operate under such extreme conditions,
the service life of furnace coils is often limited. The
leading damage mechanisms for these tubes are
corrosion, metallurgical changes and creep, which
describes the slow deformation of the tube material due
to persistent mechanical stress while being exposed to
extreme heat. Furthermore, all these types of
degradation may eventually lead to cracking.
Refidomsa approached ROSEN with the request to
inspect the heating coils of two furnaces. The
requirements included but were not limited to:
nn Detection of both external and internal metal loss as
well as cracking.
nn Guaranteed coverage of the tubes’ entire lengths.
nn Assessment of the required cleaning work.
nn Completion of the project within an eight-hour
shutdown window.
Access to these coils is only possible during a
planned facility shutdown, and a failure of any of the
furnace coils while in operation can be catastrophic to
the personnel, the facility and the environment, and, in
the case of Refidomsa, also to the energy supply of the
entire country. Therefore, the operator plans a specific

based on electromagnetic transducer (EMAT) technology.
The circumferential inspection is performed quickly as
the CIRC tool travels along the entire length of the pipe.

cooperation with Refidomsa, ROSEN integrity engineers
evaluated the asset, identified the inspection
requirements and formulated a plan, which included
visual and technical inspections based on the EMAT
and UT technologies, to assess the status of the
furnaces.
First, visual inspections were performed to identify
areas of concern. It was decided that, thanks to EMAT’s
capability of detecting corrosion on covered surfaces,
the furnace coils only required minimum cleaning to
proceed with the inspection. Then, the ROSEN CIRC
was used to identify anomalies. The CIRC system is an
external inspection system that detects internal and
external corrosion as well as cracks utilising EMAT
technology. The tool provides a differential gauge unit,
measuring any change in the acoustic path through two
acoustic transducers, which can detect any changes in
material through a significantly long acoustic path.
EMAT therefore offers substantial benefits over the
industry-established procedure of UT. The technology
induces a soundwave inside the object without the
need for a coupling medium or extensive surface
preparation, meaning it is capable of rapidly scanning,
detecting and sizing anomalies on the inner and outer
surfaces of a tube.
Thanks to its ability to obtain high-quality data in
extremely high temperatures, the tool delivered full
data coverage of the entire heat exchanger coils within
the furnaces. The data from the CIRC inspection was
downloaded and then confirmed using the images
collected with an ultrasonic hand scanner. All of this
collected information was consolidated into a report
for Refidomsa in order to provide a comprehensive
overview of the assets’ integrity status.

Figure 4. Ultrasound hand scanner to confirm data from

The benefit

Figure 3. Circumferential Hand Scanning Tool (CIRC)

the CIRC inspection.

number of shutdowns of different facility units. During
these periods, as much maintenance and inspection
work as possible must be completed in as short a
timeframe as possible to keep the downtime of the
furnaces to a minimum. It is of the essence that the
inspections be performed accurately, comprehensively
and efficiently in order to avoid a complete shutdown
of the facility, minimise associated risks and maintain
production.
Conventional inspection technologies require major
cleaning of the heating coils to remove all incrusted
material accumulated on the external surface by burning
fuel oil. In most cases, this requires sand blasting due to
the toughness of the incrusted material. This process is
very time-consuming, which increases the pressure on
the operator. Since they are the only refinery on the
island, this was not a desirable option for Refidomsa, as
they must maintain the fuel supply to the country.

The solution
The demanding inspection parameters required
extensive pre-inspection planning. Through close

As requested, the inspections were performed within
an eight-hour shutdown window. In total, 271 tubes and
60 U-bends, in two furnaces, were successfully
inspected. The high-quality data indicated several small
metal loss anomalies in some of the pipes. No cracking
was detected. Therefore, Refidomsa’s evaluation of the
detailed report yielded that the heating coils’
condition was acceptable until the next planned
furnace shutdown.
The overall benefits of the inspection were
compelling. Combining EMAT technology with UT and
visual inspection of the heating coils enabled the
operator to obtain accurate and extensive information
on all areas of the furnace coils, including the
difficult-to-access areas and even some so-called ‘blind
zones’. This combination of inspection technologies
provided a complete and comprehensive understanding
of the integrity status of these installations in a timely
manner. With limited shutdown of operations, the
operator gained valuable information that enabled
proper rehabilitation and future planning. This
increased the assets’ potential value significantly by
ensuring safe, efficient and compliant future
operations.
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